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Herbert 5  

 

In a solar system infinite light years from our own there is a planet called Herbert 5. In many respects it is much 

like Earth. There is light and dark, wind and rain, an atmosphere of hydrogen and oxygen, and various life forms 

of all shapes and sizes. 

    In a similar vein the dominant species on Herbert 5, The Gurkum, share a great kinship with human beings. 

They each have a head, a body, walk upright on two legs and come in two varieties – male and female. They 

also have two arms, but these differ from humans in that they’re a lot longer with huge flat hands as big as 

pancakes. They are so long in fact that Gurkum have to permanently lift them to prevent their knuckles from 

scraping along the floor. Walking around all day with raised arms to prevent knuckle drag means that they 

develop impressive muscular upper bodies from an early age. Their legs by comparison remain puny. 

    Another noticeable difference between Gurkum and humans is that they have no mouths. This presents a few 

problems, namely how to eat and how to communicate. 

    As chewing and swallowing is not possible, they obtain nutrients by absorbing them through their heavily 

porous skin. This is an involuntary action, so Gurkum have to be on guard at all times against unfortunate 

accidents, particularly in pubs. Stand too close to another male’s beer before he’s had chance to pour it over his 

head and ‘Slurp-Whoosh’ it’s gone. 

    Possessing heavily porous skin and involuntary absorption makes going outside a bit of a challenge. When it 

rains Gurkum will absorb the water whether they like it or not, and will sometimes swell to as much as three 

times their normal size. They then have to be taken to special drying out facilities.  

    It is not uncommon for Gurkum to explode when caught out in open ground during a storm.  

    The biggest company on the planet is called Arlows. They make umbrellas. 

    The problem of communication has been solved in another unusual way. As they have no tongue or larynx 

Gurkum converse via a primitive code which is slapped out on each other’s leathery faces. 

    Talking via the medium of slap when you have huge muscles from holding up your arms all day to prevent 

knuckle drag and hands the size of frying pans can be a painful experience. As such conversation is kept to a 

minimum, often just 'yes,' and 'no,' and sometimes just 'y,' and 'n'. 

    Free from the constraints of meaningless waffle Gurkum live very simple lives. There are no great works of 

literature and no philosophers. Society never engages itself in lengthy debates about morality, religion or politics 

as no one can be bothered with all that slapping and counter-slapping. 

    Gurkum do however have very expressive eyes. During brief conversations these windows to the soul give 

momentary clues to the cogitation and desires bubbling away beneath the surface, but there are rarely any 

disputes over opinion as nobody knows what anybody else thinks about anything. 

    So, with the complete absence of war (barring pub fights), and no fruitless, cyclical debate on the minutiae of 

existence, life on Herbert 5 should (barring exploding in the rain) be a tranquil existence. 

    If only this was true. 

    Gurkum have a far bigger challenge than those mentioned above – namely that of love. 

    Being in love is referred to as ‘Crowning,’ a reckless and highly hormonal chain reaction that results in the 

Gurkum’s entire body turning luminous pink whilst sprouting green hair from every conceivable orifice. 
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    This is obviously impossible to hide, and whenever it occurs the afflicted individual has a matter of minutes 

to confess their undying love before it becomes known to the entire world. Adolescence is a particular 

harrowing time. 

    When Gurkum are excited large glands in their ears mass produce vast quantities of saliva in order to cool 

them down. As they have no mouths this then builds up in their nasal cavity and runs down their face giving the 

impression that they have a cold. While not unattractive to the opposite sex, in situations where there is skin on 

skin contact they begin to absorb each other’s spit, swell up like balloons and explode. 

Love is general fatal. All couples get married within days of meeting and no one ever gets divorced (as it’s far 

safer being married to someone you don’t like). 

    Procreation in itself isn’t such a bad thing. It’s more all the trappings that come along with it; the ‘petting’ and 

so forth. To explain: 

    Just like humans, Gurkum reproduce via an act involving two people of the opposite sex. At this point all 

similarities end. The male sex organ is a moist sack located on the soles of both feet, whereas the female’s is 

best described as an adhesive pad found just above the elbow. Walking around on their genitals all day leaves 

male Gurkum in an almost perpetual state of arousal. Females by contrast find the elbow most uninspiring and 

are virtually never aroused. Therefore the timing of sexual congress is ultimately dictated by those brief 

moments when ladies feel 'in the mood.'  

    It naturally follows that females hold pretty much all positions of wealth and authority. Males find this highly 

sexist and many would complain if they weren't perpetually horny (and could be bothered to slap it out on a 

female’s face). 

    Procreation starts when the male lifts one leg and tries to slap his sack against the female's pad. If she is in the 

mood (unlikely) she will offer up her elbow. More likely she will sweep the remaining leg out from under him 

and continue on her way. When not in heat (most of the time) females have to keep their elbows covered so as to 

avoid accidental cross-pollination. 

    Upon successful sack swinging the fertilised egg travels up the arm to a primitive womb in the head where 

meiosis begins. The rapidly dividing cells create a brittle husk which is then snorted through the nostril and drop 

kicked against a wall or other hard surface. This causes the hard shell to crack and release a gooey substance 

which coats the husk in a sticky membrane, which in turn fastens the egg to the ground. Here it clings as an 

immovable object for the remainder of the 'pregnancy.’ 

    Offspring have a fairly austere upbringing. Ball games are banned due to all the fertilised eggs lying about the 

place, and no toy has yet been made that can be successfully enjoyed by children with pancake sized hands. 

Instead they wile away their formative years reading instruction manuals. These are written on vast sheets of 

Braille which are laid out on the floor for Gurkum to read through their highly sensitive buttocks. 

    Lifespan is roughly half that of their human counterparts. Children start school at the age of two; they leave at 

twelve. By thirteen they are working, and are usually in a position of considerable power by seventeen. Having 

the world run by teenagers makes Herbert 5 an unstable and highly emotional place. Board meetings often end 

with managers storming out in their baggy black clothes slapping ‘No one understands me.’ 

    Roughly 85% of Gurkum can expect to retain too much liquid and explode by the time they’re twenty-one. 

The remainder die from slap-related ailments or else succumb to extreme old age (around about thirty-seven). 
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    But living such short lives isn’t all doom and gloom, and there are some considerable plus points. No one 

ever has to worry about getting bald and wrinkly (as they’re all bald and wrinkly to begin with) and no one 

suffers from middle-age spread. The pace of life is slow and steady. No one works particularly hard as very few 

people reach retirement. Those that do however make a killing on state benefits, and are generally recognisable 

by their gold encrusted umbrellas. 

    However, the trait Gurkum are most renowned for amongst their intergalactic neighbours is their short 

attention spans. Any task longer than five minutes in duration will almost certainly be abandoned and never 

returned to. Houses take generations to build, songs only ever have one verse and sometimes just a chorus, and 

whilst cinema is a favourite pastime only one feature length movie has even been finished. By and large 

Gurkum don’t mind watching the same film over and over again, as chances are they got bored and lost interest 

the first few times. 

    The film is called ‘Sad Sponge’: In it a male and female sit on a park bench. The male is called ‘Hoo-doo-

yoo-doo’, and the female ‘Wulla-Hulla-I-Eek’ (No one has ever fathomed why Gurkum give themselves 

unnecessarily long and painful names). 

Neither of them expects to live through the day. They are in love. 

    Gurkum don’t have the liberty of getting to know their partners well. Their conversation is brief: 

    ‘Like U.’ 

    ‘Like U 2.’ 

    ‘Pizza?’ 

    ‘Yes.’ 

    After the pizza (which comes in liquid form) the conversation continues with: 

    ‘Like U very much.’ 

    ‘U 2.’ 

    ‘Marry me?’ 

    ‘Yes.’ 

    Punch-drunk from excessive conversation they stagger back through the park. Children see that they are 

holding hands and run for cover. With each step Hoo-doo-you-doo’s squashed genitals become enflamed. 

Wulla-Hulla-I-Eek looks ravishing. Her bald head is finely polished and her nostrils are a lovely peach colour 

(in the absence of lips Gurkum females paint their noses). Hoo-Doo-You-Doo tries in vain to undo her blouse 

with his massive hands whilst marvelling at the size of her elbows. She is equally taken aback by her partner’s 

appearance. His long, bushy eyebrows have been combed so that they reached up over the top of this head, and a 

cloud of pheromones billow from a nozzle at the base of his spine. Both shed tears which are instantly 

reabsorbed. 

    At the other side of the park barricades are being erected.  

    ‘This is it,’ Wulla-Hulla-I-Eek slaps, ‘our moment.’ Her partner nods so as to keep his hands free for more 

pressing matters, but time has run out. She can no longer contain herself. 

    ‘I LOVE YOU’ she screams as loud as her arms will allow. 

    Her baseball mitten sized fists crack her lover right in the chin sending him sprawling to the ground. She 

dives on him and their nostrils meet in a cataclysmic embrace. 
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    As a general rule females are twice the size of males. It follows therefore that twice as much saliva passes 

from Wulla-Hulla-I-Eek as does from Hoo-Doo-You-Doo. Very quickly he begins to swell whilst she wilts. 

Neither of them notice; so consumed are they with passion. 

    There is an almighty explosion. 

    For a moment a shrivelled, solitary female stares bewildered up at the sky before her lover showers down 

around her. She absorbs him and there is a second explosion.  

    The eruption of young lovers is commonplace on Herbert 5. As such the authorities are well prepared for such 

eventualities. The barricade opens up and a vehicle resembling a forklift truck enters, carrying in its arms a giant 

sponge. The sponge is dropped into the recently formed, fluid-filled crater where it instantly changes colour and 

ignites. 

    A crowd gathers. 

    ‘How many times have I told you?’ a mother slaps into her child’s face. ‘It’s rude to stare.’ 
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